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By Pat Holliday, PHD. 

How Witches are Stealing Christian Face Book Pages and also Web Sites 

EXPOSURE OF: 

Fake Face book Accounts on Face Book 

Christian FB Accounts are being stolen by Witchcraft Covens – Witches and 

Wizards 
Since Nicole has stolen many Christian and web sites in my name with a false identity, I am using her and 

her partner’s real name while exposing the horrible crime that is happening on face book. 

Nicole denies that she has not participated in this crime. However, I have probably 5000 or more Pieces 

of evidences that clearly reveal that she has indeed, with her partner Daniel, and others that she in fact 

did.  I personally disengaged these Christian Face book pages from fake face book pages that were 

copied from my original FB pages, plus my six group pages.  I am talking to legal people now concerning 

this atrocity crime which if the Christian party discovers what Nicole who is known by multitude names,  

will appear as if I did it. 

 She claims that she never used my personal name Pat Holliday to collect money from “Go fund me,” to 

beg for people to give her and Danny money. Well, she used my name 9-times.  Plus, she used a Face 

book page Supernatural Christianity to “Go fund me,” see a copy below.  Be very careful about 

befriending people on FB. You have everything to lose such as me and millions of Christian Ministries 

such as mine.  In friending you may be as harmless as a mind game, or they may be after much 

more, such as your money, goods and property and your good reputation.. 

 

4 days ago 

chatWING 

 

 

 Guest 624 (Nicole  McCleod } 

  

Nicole Mcleod shared a link to the group: Supernatural Biblical Christianity. May 22, 2016 · Hello this is Nicole and Daniel 
here we went to get a visa the 9th of may in London (for Daniel my Fiancee to come to the United States) and it was a Non 
Fundable Visa. So we lost with travel on a bus four hours there and back and cost of Taxi's and the cheapest Hotel we could 
find about 450 dollars in total. Daniel wants to try again & reapply for his Visa in Belfast, Ireland but since we lost all of Our 
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money it makes it hard for both of us to afford it, we have been Heartbroken at losing all this money especially and for him 
not being able to meet my Family. we Hope people might open their hearts to help us both and every Donation counts. God 
Bless you all!. Nicole&Dan 

2 days ago 

chatWI 

 

 In my opinion, FB is a very dangerous place to gather socially to visit with your friends. I blame them that 

people can go up and collect money using other people’s accounts. Like the billions of Christians that are 

presently using FB and other social medias,  I do not know  much about how computers work. We don’t 

know the dangers of using Face book, especially the fact that FB is not protecting you from such people 

as Nicole and her partner Danny. Never, would I would have believe that FB would allow witches and 

wizards to take over Christians pages and Web sites and be able to drain resources from them plus 

playing the impostor of that person, stealing their identity or steal valuable information from them. The 

impersonator is able to use the information to manipulate some else.  

 The Lord revealed to me how these thieves are stealing Christian FB pages and millions of 

Christian Websites and draining their financial resources from them. They have actually 

created a FAKE FACEBOOK SITE AND ALSO A FAKE WEB SITE.   

 

It has been copied exactly like the original face book site.  The criminal then takes a photo shot of your 

page and through software “sink-links” that fake page to your Face book newsfeed.  They are able to 

then copy and pretend to be your live page that is operating on the Real Face book account.  Remember, 

I am not a computer person, but I’ll try to tell you in layman’s terms.  

After they make a duplicate of your page and attach it to the real face book page, they lay the fake page 

over your real live page and then they copy and paste real comments from your real pages. Then your 

information is diverted from the massive stream of the real Face book to the Fake face. Your finances 

and viewership becomes extremely limited. 

Below is information about to discover if you are under  

WITCHES AND WIZARDS ARE ATTACKING CHRISTIANS AND CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES 

FAKE FACEBOOK ATTACK  

This is a copy of my statement to Face book last week, Friday night Aug, 2017 

My name is Dr. Pat Holliday  

Prholliday@hotmail.com  

Nicole McLeod and her husband, Danny and other people stealing my name and joining it other people’s 

pages. They are joining my name to them and somehow controlling them.  My page is 

https://www.facebook.com/pat.r.hollliday  which may or not be a duplicate page. I do not know. This 
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Trump page https://www.facebook.com/groups/pumpedfortrump/  was created by Nicole. Pat R 

Holliday She somehow stole my home page and used my identification on this group page ... I could click 

into it but did not have control of it.  Also, she hung around this ministry for several years pretending to 

be a convert. 

I have another page Pat Holliday that has photo of Jacksonville Fla, my home town ... she has control 

over that page too....  I put up the first Pump Trump group page… 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1102891353055753/  I think that she has control over that page 

too.  And this page too… https://www.facebook.com/groups/161405950580394/  which I created. 

She uses the names, Dr. Pat Holliday, and Holiday spelled one on L.  Also the names of my children and 

grandson.  

She connects my name to other peoples and somehow controls their pages and they probably think that 

they are connecting to me... I don't know any of these people. I also have received reports that she has 

go fund me using my name.... If you look at my FB pages, you will see that I have been for weeks trying 

to disconnect my name from being used. She uses my family and friends names ...and names that I do 

not know. My friends will be happy to tell you what they know. 

 I am a Christian Minister for 45 years... You will see that there are many names that I have blocked... I 

am not computer smart but I give up...  I have tried to report this but I just have not understood how...... 

finally I found this place to tell someone... I have an internationally ministry, with radio program and 

many books on Amazon.  If you would like to talk to me, my phone number is 904 733 8318. Dr. Pat 

Holliday, living in Jacksonville, Fla. 

Also, I just finish disconnecting my membership from hundreds of other web sites. I never joined these 

web sites..... It seemed to me that she was joining me to these web sites too.  Remember I am not 

computer smart that when I disconnected from these web site, disappear off my page. There are so 

many connections, I wonder if she and her husband are building a fake face book network and a fake 

web page network.  

I have some groups that are mine.... Pump Trump, Supernatural Christianity that I think she has control 

over them... Plus about four that I think that she does not.....You will see them hanging on Pat Ruth 

Holliday.  I believe that she and her husband are in this scam together... They are living in England. 

Thank you for your help. 

Dr. Pat Holliday 

Witchcraft on the Internet 

Witchcraft is alive and well on the internet. In fact, the Internet was created by the Globalist invented 

the World Wide Web and called its search engine, WWW. World Wide Web. Com.  The letter W means 

6. Therefore, the WWW means 666 to their esoteric language. These Globalists worship their pagan 
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gods in groves, such as, Bohemian Groves in California. So, these men are the highest wizards in the 

world. 

Many Christians took to the web as the modern highway of the world; it was the modern highway to the 

world ancient Rome. The early Christians went right into the witchcraft cities of the world to preach 

Jesus Christ had died on cross for their sins and had risen from the dead for the salvation. They did an 

excellent job of spreading the Gospel. So, we Christian ministers went on the web to preach Jesus’ Good 

News.  

However, as we walked into the Devil’s Territory totally unprepared that The Web is exactly as it is 

suggested…. A world-wide spider web which is controlled by his selected agents. There are many traps 

that all Christians just blindly walked into…. Face book is turning out to be the most dangerous thing 

that the Body of Christ has ever faced. 

Face book is now the most mind-controlled place in the world. In addition, it has also the most anti-

Christian hating place in the world. Witchcraft is free to promote them. They are covens everywhere and 

now, they pretend to be Christians, speak Christianize but work their powers against Face book 

Christians by allowing these wizards to steal the Christian Messages and also taking their works and 

throwing them into a FAKE FACEBOOK TRASH CAN.  Most Christians are totally blinded to this powerful 

work Satan.  

I will be sharing on my blogtalkradio program about how God revealed to me the massive witchcraft 

plan that is totally shutting down the Christian Gospel by powerful witches and wizards. Don’t miss this 

program and spread it around as far as you can. Do have your original FB page? 

 

 

wikiHow to Reveal a Fake Facebook 
Account 
Face book has put together a social network of over a billion people. Some of those 
people do not have the best interests of their fellow humans at heart. They may seek 
you out to get information, to steal your identity, or even to destroy your reputation. How 
do you guard against predators like that? We'll show you a few ways to protect yourself 
and your family on Face book. Read on! 
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Steps 

1. 1 

Know why it is important to spot a fake 

account. 

 First and foremost, somebody with a fake account is—almost by definition—a con artist. Unless 

you run with that crowd, you probably don't want them in your life. 

 While they may present themselves as a friend, or even a romantic interest, their sole purpose 

in friending you may be as harmless as a mind game, or they may be after much more, such as 

your money, goods and property. 



 The impostor might also be setting you up to steal your identity or valuable information from you 

that they can use to manipulate someone else. 

2 
Don't talk to strangers.  

At the least, think twice about accepting friend requests from people you don't know and 
who are not connected to you through legitimate, verifiable means. If you're not sure, do 
the following: 

 Ask them questions: What makes them want to be your friend? How did they find out 

about you? Who do you know in common? By clicking on their name, you can see if you 

have any mutual friends. If you do, contact your friend. If not—that's a big red flag. 

 

 

 

 

Do a little detective work concerning your 

new friends. 

 

https://www.wikihow.com/Pick-Up-on-Manipulative-Behavior


 

4 

Read the profile carefully.  

Does what is being said add up or are there some really hard-to-believe statements 
being made? 

 For example, maybe there is a photo of a very young person next to claims of being a 

professor or a CEO. Does the embellishment seem more than the usual "making 

oneself look good" and come across as simply implausible? Trust your own senses on 

this one. You could even ask for proof of some of the things the person has stated—

they're approaching you, after all. You have every right to make sure they're legitimate.i 

  

 
Help Center 

 

https://www.facebook.com/help/?helpref=hc_global_nav


Log In Create Account 

Home 

Using Facebook 

Managing Your Account  

Policies a 

 
ii https://www.wikihow.com/Reveal-a-Fake-Facebook-Account  

Hacked and Fake Accounts 

Your account should represent you, and only you should have access to your 
account. If someone gains access to your account, or creates an account to 
pretend to be you or someone else, we want to help. We also encourage you 
to let us know about accounts that represent fake or fictional people, pets, 
celebrities or organizations. 

Check out their profile picture. Is there only one? Is it way too perfect or does it 
seems touched up in any way? Maybe you've seen it before? A good photo — or a 
touched up one — may not be a negative sign, but it could be that they've simple 
scoured Google for an attractive photo, thinking nobody would ever find out. Try this: 

 Click and drag their profile picture to your desktop. 
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Check out their profile picture. Is there only one? Is it way too perfect or does it 
seems touched up in any way? Maybe you've seen it before? A good photo — or a 
touched up one — may not be a negative sign, but it could be that they've simple 
scoured Google for an attractive photo, thinking nobody would ever find out. Try this: 

 Click and drag their profile picture to your desktopiii 

 

TO CONTINUE ON…………….. https://www.wikihow.com/Reveal-a-Fake-
Facebook-Account 

Look at the online page to go on with this 

wikiHow to Reveal a Fake Facebook 
Account 
Face book has put together a social network of over a billion people. Some of those 
people do not have the best interests of their fellow humans at heart. They may seek 
you out to get information, to steal your identity, or even to destroy your reputation. How 
do you guard against predators like that? We'll show you a few ways to protect yourself 
and your family on  

 

Contacting help on Face Book 

Hacked Accounts 

I think my account was hacked or someone is using it without my 

permission. 

I think my friend’s account was hacked. 

Impersonation Accounts 
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How do I report an account for impersonation? 

How do I report an account that’s pretending to be me? 

How do I request information about a timeline that was impersonating 

me? 

Fake Accounts 

How do I report a fake account? 

 

Creating an Account 

Create an Account 

How do I create a Facebook account? 

Why am I being asked to add my mobile phone number to my account? 

How can I make my Facebook password strong? 

I can't create an account with my mobile phone number. 

Why was my name rejected during signup? 

Confirm Your Account 

How do I finish creating my Facebook account and confirm my email or 

mobile phone number? 

I didn't receive the code to confirm my mobile phone number. 

I can't find my Facebook signup confirmation email. 
https://www.facebook.com/help/570785306433644/?helpref=hc_fnav 

What does it mean to unfollow 

someone? 
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Mobile Browser Help 

 

 Other Help Centersadditional tabs menu 

 

shareShare Article 

 

When you unfollow someone, you won't see their posts in your News 

Feed, but you'll still be friends with them. 

To unfollow a person, Page or group: 

1. Click  in the top-right corner of Facebook 

2. Select News Feed Preferences 

3. Click Unfollow people to hide their posts 

4. Select a person, Page or group 

To unfollow a person, Page or group from your News Feed: 

1. Click  on the top right of their story 

2. Select Unfollow 

To unfollow a person, Page or group directly: 

1. Go to the profile, Page or group you want to unfollow 

2. Hover over Following (on a profile or Page) or click Joined (in a 

group) near their cover photo 
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3. Select Unfollow 

Was this information helpful? 

Yes 

No 

 

from blogtalk radio 

13 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Guest 530 

  
We have found the people who were hacking our FB pages... Be very careful about receiving evil reports concerning 
our ministry.... When people are uncovered, they will attack ... 

13 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Guest 719 

  
Patti..... [url]https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=nicole%20mcleod[/url] 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Guest 719 

  
another one [url]https://www.facebook.com/search/str/danny+mcleod/keywords_search[/url] 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Guest 352 

  
please leave us in peace we have enough going on without this so please nicole m 

i am not the one that did this i forgive but we are done 

my marriage is falling apart i trusted this ministry 

but i am done 

6 days ago 
chatWING 
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Guest 352 

  
listen to pat shalom 

oh course 

what do mean 

i am this guest yea 

i am the most honest person 

so torn 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Guest 352 

  
deep hurt 

so please leave me alone i am not gossiping i am just hurt 

leave me so Lord can heal me 

i wont lash out pastor that is not who i am as much as u know me and me not much about u 

i feel very volated 

i am not listening so idk if anyone talked about us in the sermon but i am done had enough can only trust the Lord 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Nicole Mcleod 

  
quest 719 i told u who i was can u please tell me your name 

unless your the sister from the middle east? 

and sabrina wore you looking for us too why? 

why cause us more rejection 

i have enough going on here and its personal since this church told us to go what do want from us dan is not 
in a good place right now 

6 days ago 
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Nicole Mcleod 

  
you tryed to find me now that i am here nothing? 

i am just hurt 

its ok maria 

6 days ago 
chatWING 
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Nicole Mcleod 

  
just trying to find out whos looking for me 

cause i got a strange email and i dont want discord 

i trusted every one here like i would a brother and sister in christ 

but God closed that door with what happened idk what even happened 

i went on a trip and was told a sermon may have been about us 

shalom 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Nicole Mcleod 

  
i cut all ties yes i was hurt sorry missy 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Nicole Mcleod 

  
God shut this door for a resson its time I lean on only the Lord 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Guest 719 

  
We have absolute proof of who has attacked by hijacking our page..... you will not be able to lie about it. we know 
who you are. 

It is not you Sister Maria 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
sister Marla 

  
I know 719!!! I was replying to Mcleod... post 

6 days ago 
chatWING 
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Guest 719 

  
9For, behold, I will shake my hand against them, and they shall be a plunder to their servants: and you shall know 
that the LORD of hosts has sent me. 10Sing and rejoice, O daughter of Zion: for, lo, I come, and I will dwell in the 
midst of you, says the LORD. 
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Nicole Mcleod 

  
i was added back to admins i dont know how to hack 

i told u this before 

sister pat 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Guest 719 

  
yes, the hack happened and we know who did it. 

6 days ago 
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Nicole Mcleod 

  
explain 

sister patty added me back 

6 days ago 
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Guest 719 

  
We are talking to the authorities, not you. 

6 days ago 
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Nicole Mcleod 

  
acully 

then why try to track me down 
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6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Guest 719 

  
IT IS NOT PATTI 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Nicole Mcleod 

  
lies 

blood of Jesus 

well u blocked me so u can see who did that 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Guest 719 

  
NO SOMEONE IS LYING HERE AND ITS NOT ME. 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Nicole Mcleod 

  
i can screen shot her convo 

i will email it to u 

how about that 

but i am done just want my name cleared cause this is nuts 

i was just trying to help yall again in the group i steped down so I thought it was fine but sorry if that was not 
ok 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Guest 719 

  
THERE IS NOT EVIDENCE AGAINST ANYONE HERE BUT THE GUILTY ONE..... AND WE KNOW WHO IT IS. 

6 days ago 
chatWING 
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Nicole Mcleod 

  
ahh sorry 

so it was jeannette ok 

 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Guest 719 

  
i'VE KNOWN PATTI FOR MANY YEARS AND SHE IS TRUSTED PERSON IN THIS MINISTRY. i ALSO KNOW 
jEANNETTE.... I KNOW WHO DID IT. THE BIBLE SAID NO LIARS WILL GO TO HEAVEN. 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Nicole Mcleod 

  
you known me for years to 

lord knows my heart why dont u ask him 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Guest 719 

  
JEANETTE AND PATTI ARE TEMPORARY REMOVED... WE KNOW WHO DID THIS AND SATAN'S LIES 
CANNOT COVER IT. 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Nicole Mcleod 

  
washed in the blood of the lamb ty 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Guest 719 
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THE LORD SHOWED ME WHO DID IT. AND HE GAVE ME ALL THE EVIDENCE THAT I NEED. 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Nicole Mcleod 

  
I was not there answering patty 

cause i was removed 

so if i hacked why take myself out 

or if i hacked i didnt 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 
 

  
Nicole Mcleod 

  
one last thing u cant search for someone that u have blocked on fb just so u know shalom 

6 days ago 
chatWING 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                           
i
 ibid 
ii
 https://www.wikihow.com/Reveal-a-Fake-Facebook-Account 

iii   https://www.wikihow.com/Reveal-a-Fake-Facebook-Account 
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